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Abstract 
  
 This project will explore the shooting data of Auston Matthews, a center on the Toronto 

Maple Leafs. It will attempt to build a classifier that is able to effectively model the data of his 

shots on net. The classifier models will use predictive variables combined with a binary response 

variable to provide valuable insights into his shooting patterns. 
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1. Introduction 
 
1.1 Background 
  

The use of data analytics in the National Hockey League has traditionally been a 

controversial subject. At the beginning of its usage, the management and head offices of the league 

were severe critics of it and were reluctant to modify the conventional techniques of analyzing the 

performance of players, teams, and scouting techniques. Many refused to incorporate proven data 

analytic techniques, claiming them to be pointless. [5] However, as data analytics started to emerge 

in the NHL, some teams were quick to utilize these strategies. In 2015, the Carolina Hurricanes 

hired Eric Tulsky, a prominent hockey data analyst. [6] Using data analytics in conjunction with 

older scouting techniques they were able to acquire strong defensive players which in turn helped 

them become a contender for the Stanley Cup in the 2018-2019 playoffs, reaching the conference 

finals. Now all teams in the NHL have a data analytics department. So why are data analytics 

important for improving the performance of hockey teams? 

 Data analysis plays a significant role in multiple areas in the sport of hockey. It allows 

coaches to analyze their team’s overall performance. It can be used to see what went wrong in a 

game and how teams can improve from their mistakes. The data recorded also highlights the 

strengths and weaknesses of opponents which can then give teams knowledge on what to exploit to 

their advantage during a game. On a more granular basis, analytics can also be used to analyze the 

training and performance of individual athletes and to examine the effect of various combinations 
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of athletes playing together.  

 This project focuses on how analytics can be used to examine the shooting performance of a 

single athlete. Auston Matthews is a center on the Toronto Maple Leafs. This project explores his 

overall shot pattern and the shooting variables that affect his goalscoring rate during the 2019-2020 

season. Three different classification techniques are used to develop classifiers for his goal-scoring. 

The binary response that is modelled is whether Matthews scored a goal or not and the predictive 

variables used are shot location, side of ice, and shot style. A logistic regression model, a neural 

network, and a classification tree are built, and their performance is analyzed to see how accurately 

they predict his results. As well, the predictive variables are assessed to determine if they 

significantly impact whether he scores a goal or not.  

1.2 Motivation 
 
The main advanced statistics used for analyzing shot attempts in the NHL are Corsi, 

Fenwick, and xG models. Corsi and Fenwick are very similar except that Fenwick does not include 

blocked shots in its calculations. A Corsi percentage is the shot attempts for a team relative to the 

total shot attempts for and against that team. Corsi and Fenwick can both be applied to individual 

players as well as to the overall team. Expected goals models take into consideration factors that 

affect a shot such as shot type, location, and whether it occurred on the power play.  

Not much research has been done in the analysis of shot patterns of individual players 

through using scoring a goal as a binary response variable. The Toronto Maple Leafs were the team 

I watched growing up and Auston Matthews is one of their strongest goal-scorers. This motivated 

me to focus my project on his shot pattern and how it relates to his goalscoring rate. 
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2. Literature Review of Related Work 

 As mentioned before, xG models have been used as one of the main advanced statistics 

analyzing shot data in the NHL. Since data analytics emerged in the NHL, multiple xG models have 

been developed. Older xG models such as Brian Macdonald’s model [13] used Corsi and Fenwick 

statistics combined with other variables such as hits and faceoffs to predict future goals. These 

models did not consider other variables such as shot location, the type of shot that was taken, or 

what wing it was taken on.  DTMAboutHeart and asmean developed a model [7] that takes into 

account multiple shooting variables including shot distance, shot angle, and shot type. In the past, 

the xG models had not considered shot quality but this model proved that these qualities have an 

impact on scoring a goal. In 2019, an xG model was developed by Alex Novet [16] that used pre-

shot movement to predict goals. This model includes the passes that happen before a shot is taken 

as well as other pre-shot movements. The model showed that the variables of shot screens and odd 

man rushes had an impact on the shots as well as passes that travelled through the royal road on the 

ice.  
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3. Data Source and Manipulation 
 

3.1 Data Source 

 The dataset used for this project was obtained from NHL Stats API Documentation on 

GitHub. [9] The dataset extracted consisted of data for the 70 regular season games Auston 

Matthews played during the 2019-2020 season. The data set included live data on all plays during 

each game in which he played. This project uses the coordinates of each goal and shot by Auston 

Matthews in the 70 regular season games.  

3.2 Data Manipulation 

 From the original dataset, the (x, y) coordinates of his shots were extracted; 48 of the 297 

shots extracted were goals and 249 were shots. The x and y coordinates were extracted into separate 

lists; the first held the x coordinates and the second held the y coordinates. Since Auston Matthews 

had only 290 shots during the season, some coordinates needed to be removed from the data 

extracted. One element of the goals was recorded in error as a goal and was removed. As well, all 

deflected shots were removed, since deflected shots were not to be counted as a shot on goal. The 

coordinates of shots and goals were then combined resulting in 47 goals with coordinates and 243 

non-goals with coordinates. 

 The (x, y) coordinates of shots were plotted on a hockey rink that was obtained from 

GitHub. [3] Different colours were then used to indicate whether a shot resulted in a goal and 
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whether it was a power play goal. 

 

Figure 1: Shot Chart for Auston Matthews 

Figure 1 shows that Auston Matthews’ shots not resulting in a goal are in red, his non power play 

goals are in green, and his power play goals are in blue. Near the right net, his goals are mostly in 

the middle of the faceoff circles. Near the left net, there is a line of goals coming up the left side 

into the bottom face-off circle. As well, with the power-play goals, Fig. 1 shows that, for the power 

play, he tends to score when he is playing on his right side (which is his weak side). Fig. 1 is 

evidence that where he shoots from on the ice affects his scoring.  

 To analyze his shot pattern further, we model the response variable goal/no goal using his 

shooting location as well as side of ice and type of shot as predictive variables. The type of shot 

data is extracted from the original dataset for all shots. A list for the side of ice that each shot was 

taken on was created. As well a list for the response variable, goal or no goal was created. Then, 
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using the (x, y) coordinates of his shots, the shot angle and distance from the net of each were 

calculated. A data frame was then produced with five (5) variables for each of the shots.  The 5 

variables in the data frame are: 

    Type of Shot: the type of shot that was taken; wrist shot, backhand, tip-in, snap shot, slap shot 

    Side of Rink: the side of the rink the shot was on; right, middle, left 

    Shot Angle: the angle of the shot  

    Shot Distance: the distance of the shot from the net 

    Response Variable: (binary variable) goal or no goal 

A snapshot of this data frame can be seen in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Snapshot of Variables of Data Frame 
 

Using this data frame, three classification techniques are applied to create a classifier to analyze 

how the predictive variables affect goal scoring. 
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4. Methodology 

Classification is a predictive modelling technique that groups data into classes. It is a branch 

of supervised learning since it builds a classifier from data and can compare its predicted results to 

actual observed results. Binary classification is a form of classification in which the result predicted 

has one of two possible outcomes. There are multiple methods of binary classification, but this 

project focuses on logistic regression, neural networks, and classification trees.  

   4.1 Logistic Regression 

 Logistic regression is a classification method in which explanatory variables are used to 

predict a binary categorical variable. Logistic regression differs from well-known linear regression 

because it has a binary response variable. If there is one explanatory variable it is considered simple 

logistic regression whereas if there is more than one it is called multiple logistic regression. The 

focus of this project will be on multiple logistic regression, but an explanation of simple logistic 

regression is needed before we introduce it.  

 The dependent categorical variable Y follows a binomial distribution where,  

𝑌 =
0,  𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑎 𝑔𝑜𝑎𝑙
1,  𝑔𝑜𝑎𝑙

 

and the probability of 𝑃(𝑌 = 1) = 𝑝 and 𝑃(𝑌 = 0) = 1 − 𝑝. In simple logistic regression there is 

only one explanatory variable which we will assign as 𝑥. The probability of “success”, or in our 

case that it is a goal i.e., 𝑝 = 𝑃(𝑌 = 1) is assumed to follow a sigmoidal model: 

𝑝 =
𝑒

1 + 𝑒
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The logit transformation gives 

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡(𝑝)  =  𝑙𝑛
𝑝

1 − 𝑝
=  𝛽  + 𝛽 𝑥 

Whereas Y is binary, 𝑝 ranges between 0 and 1 and using the logit transformation of p, we have a 

response variable that is linear in the betas, continuous, and can range from -∞ to ∞. Now 

expanding this to multiple logistic regression is intuitive. Here there are multiple explanatory 

variables which we will assign to 𝑥 = (𝑥 , 𝑥 , … , 𝑥 ). Now, our logistic regression model becomes  

𝑝 =
𝑒 ...

1 + 𝑒 ...
 

 

and the logit transformation is  

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡(𝑝) = 𝑙𝑛 ==  𝛽  +  𝛽 𝑥 + 𝛽 𝑥 + ⋯ + 𝛽 𝑥  

4.1.1 Estimation of Parameters 

To be able to estimate the chance of success, 𝑝, the estimates of 𝛽′𝑠 must be calculated. The 

method used to estimate the unknown parameters is called the maximum likelihood method (ML).  

The goal of the maximum likelihood method is finding the estimators of the 𝛽′𝑠 that 

maximize the likelihood function, 𝐿(𝛽).  Let 𝛽 = 𝛽 , 𝛽 , … , 𝛽  , 𝑥  be explanatory variable, 𝑗 

where 𝑗 = 1, … , 𝑝, 𝑦  be the binary response variable that has values of either 0 and 1 and let 𝑝  be 

the probability of  𝑦 = 1. To construct the likelihood function we consider the contribution for 

(𝑥 , … , 𝑥 , 𝑦 ). For 𝑦  = 1 , the contribution is 𝑝  and if 𝑦  = 0 then the contribution is 1 − 𝑝 . Since 

the n observations are assumed to be independent, we write the likelihood function as a product of 
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the probabilities, 

𝐿(𝜷) = 𝑝 (𝑥 ) (1 − 𝑝 (𝑥 ))  

We then take the log of this function since maximizing 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (𝐿(𝛽)) is equivalent to maximizing 

𝐿(𝛽) because log is a monotonic function. Thus, 

𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝐿(𝜷) = {𝑦 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑝(𝑥 ) + (1 − 𝑦 )𝑙𝑜𝑔 (1 − 𝑝(𝑥 ))} 

                = ∑ 1 − 𝑦
𝑖

𝑙𝑜𝑔 [1 −  𝑝(𝑥𝑖)] +  𝑦
𝑖
𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑝(𝑥𝑖) 

               = ∑ 𝑦 𝑙𝑜𝑔
( )

1− ( )
+ log[1 − 𝑝(𝑥 )] 

               = ∑ 𝑦 𝑥 𝛽 − log 1 + 𝑒  

We then take the partial derivatives of the log likelihood function w.r.t. β and set equal to zero to 

solve for  

𝜕𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐿(𝛽)

𝜕𝛽
= 𝑦 − 𝑝(𝑥 ) ,

𝜕𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐿(𝛽)

𝜕𝛽
= 𝑥 (𝑦 − 𝑝(𝑥 )) 

4.1.2. Evaluation of Model  

 After the logistic regression model is created, the next step is to evaluate the model. The 

likelihood ratio test and the pseudo 𝑅  test are two ways that are used to assess the logistic model. 

 The likelihood ratio test compares the log likelihood of the data between two different 

logistic regression models. In logistic regression, a chi-square likelihood ratio test is used to 

calculate the ratio. The second model created has one or more variables removed from it. We will 

let 𝐿  represent the log likelihood for the second model and let 𝐿  represent the log likelihood for 
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the model with all the predictive variables. The formula of the likelihood ratio statistic as per [13] is  

𝐿𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑙𝑖ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑑 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 = 2( 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝐿0(𝜷) − 𝐿1(𝜷)). 

The likelihood ratio test statistic is chi-squared with degrees of freedom equal to the number of 

predictive variables. To determine which model is better we will set up a hypothesis test. 

𝐻 = 𝐿  𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟 

               𝐻 = 𝐿  𝑑𝑜𝑒𝑠 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑓𝑖𝑡 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟 

After the likelihood ratio is calculated, the p-value can be used to determine whether to reject the 

hypothesis. If the p-value is less than 0.05 this indicates that the hypothesis should be rejected and 

the full model fits the model better.  

 The second test to evaluate the model is the pseudo 𝑅  test.  Pseudo 𝑅  values are used in 

logistic regression models to replace the 𝑅  value from linear regression. The pseudo 𝑅  that will 

be used in this project is the McFadden’s 𝑅 . The formula as per [2] for this statistic is, 

𝑀𝑐𝐹𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑛 𝑠 𝑅 = 1 − [log (𝐿1(𝜷)/log (𝐿0(𝜷)]. 

McFadden’s 𝑅  ranges from 0 to 1; the closer it is to 1 the better the model.  

4.2 Neural Networks 

 Artificial neural networks simulate the neural networks in our brains. Let us visualize a 

simple neural network as per [11] in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Simple neural network  

In the above figure the input layer has two input nodes, 𝑥  and 𝑥 , which represent two features of 

the data. 𝑤 and 𝑤  represent weights that affect the calculation that enters the next node. The 

𝑧 node represents a linear function that is created from the inputs and the weights. For this neural 

network, the linear function would be, 

𝑧 =  𝑥 𝑤 + 𝑥 𝑤 . 

The 𝑏 node is the bias which is put into the z equation and influences the output. The sigmoid node, 

σ, takes this linear function z and puts it into the sigmoid function. The sigmoid function is an 

activation function that essentially transforms z into a value in the range 0 < 𝜎 < 1. The second 

part of the output layer corresponds to an estimated probability, �̂�, that the inputted case 

corresponds to Y-1. Assuming we choose a threshold of �̂� = 0.5 then we would predict, 

𝑌 =
1, �̂� > 0.5
0, �̂� < 0.5

 

as per [11]. 

The next part of a binary classification neural network is a binary cross-entropy loss function. This 
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function will help fix the estimated weights in the neural network by showing the difference 

between the predicted output and the output that is wanted. The formula for this function as per [11] 

is, 

𝐿(𝑦, �̂�) = −𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑔(�̂�) − (1 − 𝑦)log (1 − �̂�) 

=
− log(�̂�)        , 𝑖𝑓 𝑦 = 1

− log(1 − �̂�) , 𝑖𝑓 𝑦 = 0
 

where y is the class and �̂� is the estimated probability.  

The next step is to look at the derivative, also called the gradient, of the Binary Cross-Entropy Loss 

function. The derivative of the function shown here as per [11], 

𝜕𝐿(𝑦, �̂�)

𝜕�̂�
=  

𝜕

𝜕�̂�
(−𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑔(�̂�) − (1 − 𝑦) log(1 − �̂�)) 

=
−𝑦

�̂�
+

1 − 𝑦

1 − �̂�
 

Substituting in 𝑦 = 0 and 𝑦 = 1 we get, 

𝜕𝐿(𝑦, �̂�)

𝜕�̂�
=

⎩
⎨

⎧
−1

�̂�
        𝑖𝑓 𝑦 = 1

1

1 − �̂�
   𝑖𝑓 𝑦 = 0

 

as per [11]. 

So how does the derivative help us determine how to make our model better? If the derivative is 

positive this means that our weights should be decreased, while if the derivative is negative the 

weights should be increased.  

 The derivative can now be used to perform backpropagation, which shows how much each 

portion of the network contributed to the loss and how we can change our network to make our 
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model better. The basic idea of backpropagation is to work backwards and multiply upstream 

gradients with local gradients that are then passed on to the next node in the chain. We will use the 

simple neural network in Figure 3 to illustrate this process. The first upstream gradient is calculated 

by dividing the derivative of the loss by itself which equals 1. The local gradient is the derivative of 

the Loss function as shown above. Then the upstream gradient and local gradient are multiplied to 

equal, 

𝜕𝐿

𝜕�̂�
= 1 ∗

−𝑦

�̂�
+

1 − 𝑦

1 − �̂�
 

=  
−𝑦

�̂�
+

1 − 𝑦

1 − �̂�
 

as per [11]. The next local gradient is the derivative of the sigmoid function as per [11], 

�̂� = 𝜎(𝑧) =
1

1 + 𝑒
 

= �̂�(1 − �̂�). 

 Multiplying the derivative of the sigmoid function by the upstream gradient we get,  

𝜕𝐿

𝜕�̂�
=

𝜕𝐿

𝜕�̂�
∗

𝜕�̂�

𝜕�̂�
 

=
−𝑦

�̂�
+

1 − 𝑦

1 − �̂�
∗ �̂�(1 − �̂�) 

as per [11]. Since the next node would be the input nodes we stop here. We only want to change the 

weights that correspond with the input nodes, not the nodes themselves.  

The next step is to change the weights and the bias using gradient descent. Gradient descent updates 

the parameters, weight, and bias, by transitioning away from the gradient. The equation for gradient 

descent as per [11] can be seen here, 
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𝑤 = 𝑤−∝
𝜕𝐿

𝜕𝑤
 

where ∝ is a learning rate and 𝑤 = (𝑤 , 𝑤 , ⋯ , 𝑤 ).. The learning rate regulates the transition away 

from the gradient and is set manually. Using backward propagation and gradient descent, the 

weights and bias can be changed to create a better classifier model.  

4.3 Classification Trees 

  Classification trees represent a series of questions asked about values of the predictive 

variables until a decision can be made about the class of the binary response variable. These 

questions and the answers that follow are displayed in a tree-like structure that is made up of nodes 

and branches. There are three different nodes: root, internal, and leaf. The root node is at the top of 

the tree and then splits into internal nodes. The internal nodes then split into internal or leaf nodes. 

Leaf nodes are at the bottom of tree and have a class label. They represent the last step in the tree 

method.  

 There are three different measures used for choosing the binary splits at the nodes. 

Classification error rate at node t is the fraction of observations in the training set at a certain node 

𝑡 that are not part of the highest occurring class 𝑖.The error or impurity can be found by this 

equation as per [13], 

𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟(𝑡)  =  1 − 𝑚𝑎𝑥[𝑝(𝑖|𝑡)] 

 

where 𝑝(𝑖|𝑡) is the fraction of the training data at node 𝑡 in class 𝑖. A second method to calculate 

error in the tree is called the Gini Index. This measures the amount of a single class 𝑖 in a specific 

node 𝑡 to see how homogeneous it is. The Gini Index is represented by this equation as per [13], 
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𝐺(𝑡) = 1 − ∑ [𝑝(𝑖|𝑡)] . 

The smaller the Gini Index, the purer the node is. Another method that can be used to determine the 

best binary split is called Cross-Entropy. The formula for Cross-Entropy as per [13] is  

𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦(𝑡) = − ∑ 𝑝(𝑖|𝑡) log 𝑝(𝑖|𝑡). 

 

Using these three methods, the best binary split can be determined at each node. In this project we 

create a classification tree using ‘rpart’ in R to build the tree since this routine can handle missing 

variables.  
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5. Results 

5.1 Logistic Regression 

 Using the methods described in Section 4 and the data frame described in Section 3, the logistic 

regression model to represent Auston Matthews’ shooting data can be built. The model is built in R 

using the glm function with family set to binomial (link=logit), so the program knows it is a logistic 

regression model. The model created in R using, 

logistic_model <- glm(as.factor(response_variable) ~ poly(distance,3, raw=TRUE) + 

poly(shot_angle,3,raw=TRUE) + side_of_rink + type_of_shot_all,data=Matthews_Data, family = 

binomial(link='logit')) 

 The binary response variable is whether Auston Matthews scored a goal or not, with values 1 

or 0, respectively. The dependent variables are shot distance, shot angle, side of rink, and type of 

shot. The shot distance and shot angle variables are entered into the model as polynomials of degree 

three each. 

 The next step after running the logistic model is to determine which if any predictor variables 

are significant. This can be determined by running the summary of the model and looking at the 

coefficients of the model. The summary can be seen in Figure 4 below. The predictor variables that 

are significant are the ones with the symbol ‘*’ and ‘.’beside it. From this summary, the first factor 

level of shot distance, and Tip-In, Wrist Shot, and Slap Shot are significant predictor variables. This 

indicates that these four variables affect the chance of him scoring.  
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Figure 4: Summary of Logistic Model 
 

Even though the model shows that some of the variables are significant, the model first needs to be 

examined to determine if it actually fits the data. 

Evaluating the Model 

To evaluate the models, the two methods described in Section 4 will be used. The first method is 

the likelihood ratio test.  The results of the likelihood ratio test can be seen below in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Likelihood Ratio Test 

The p-value obtained from this test is 0.2858. This test shows that the logistic model that was built 

is not a good fit to the data. To verify the results of the likelihood ratio test, we perform one more 

test, the pseudo 𝑅  test. The results of the pseudo 𝑅  test are shown below in Figure 6.  

 
Figure 6: Pseudo 𝑹𝟐 Test 

In this test, instead of looking at the p-value, we obtain what is called McFadden’s 𝑅 . The 

McFadden’s 𝑅  is 0.09111. We know that McFadden’s 𝑅  ranges from 0 to 1 and numbers closer 

to 0 show that the model has little predictive ability. Therefore, we can conclude from the results of 

the likelihood ratio test and the pseudo 𝑅  test that the logistic model is not a good fit for the data. 

Since logistic regression did not model the data very well, another classifier is constructed in an 
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attempt to find a good classifier for this data. 

5.2 Neural Networks 

 A neural network is the second classification method applied to the dataset. The neural 

network is built using the package ‘h2o’ in R. The dataset first must be converted to an h2o frame 

before the model can be built. The model is then built by using the function h2o.deeplearning() 

function and is shown here: 

h2o_NN <- h2o.deeplearning(x=1:4, y=5, training_frame=train_set_h2o, nfolds=5, standardize = 

TRUE, activation="Rectifier", hidden=c(200,200), seed=40, variable_importances = T). 

To evaluate the performance of the model, we utilize the function h2o.performance(). This outputs 

a summary of the model’s metrics and tells us how well the classifier performs. The key metrics are 

the classification error shown in the confusion matrix, log loss, MSE, and AUC. The confusion 

matrix in Figure 7 tells us that 4 goals that were goals were predicted correctly and 243 shots that 

were not goals were predicted correctly. The classification error for ‘Goal’ was about 91% and the 

error for ‘No Goal’ was 0%. The classification error for ‘Goal’ is very high, indicating the model is 

not a good classifier for the goals. On the other hand, the log loss, MSE, and AUC indicated the 

model is good. The log loss is low at 0.438, and a lower log loss indicates a better model. The MSE, 

which is the average of the prediction errors squared, is 0.137 which is close to zero; it indicates a 

good classifier since it is close to zero. Lastly the AUC is 0.676 which indicates the model is okay 

as it is closer to 1.   
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Figure 7: Summary of Model Performance 
 

 The next step is determining if any of the predictor variables have a significant effect on the 

response variable. Shown below in Figure 8 are the predictor variables ranked in order from most 

important to least important. The predictor variables with a relative importance higher than 90% are 

the left side of the rink, wrist shot, snap shot, tip-in, and the middle of the rink. Since there is only 

one observation in the middle of the rink and it did not occur with a goal this indicates that the 

variable importances are not accurate. It is typical for neural networks not to have accurate variable 

importances. When comparing with the significant variables in the logistic regression model, there 

are some variables that overlap.  Wrist shots and tip-ins were significant in both the logistic 
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regression model and the neural network model. This could indicate that these two variables do 

significantly impact the chance of Auston Matthews scoring.  

 
Figure 8: Variable Importance 
 

 

Figure 9: Snapshot of Prediction Probabilities 
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Figure 10: Summary of Predictions 
 

 The next step is using the neural network model to predict the classes of the shots in the 

dataset. Using the function h2o.predict(), we obtain the prediction probabilities shown in Figure 9 

along with whether the prediction was accurate or not. This is only a snapshot of the prediction 

probabilities but a summary of them can be seen in Figure 10. This summary shows that only 4 

goals were accurately predicted and 243 non goals were accurately predicted. 43 actual goals were 

incorrectly classified as non-goals. Again, this indicates that the neural network model is not a good 

classifier of the model.  

Classification Trees 

 Classification trees is the last classification method that will be applied to the dataset. The 

first step is to create a training and test set. The training set will be used to predict the classes of the 

test set. The training set was 80% of the dataset and the test set was the held-out 20% of the dataset. 

To see the importance of the predictor variables, the tree will be built one variable at a time. The 

first tree’s model is, 

tree_1 <- rpart(response_variable ~ side_of_rink,train_set,method='class') 

and the plot is shown in Figure 11. For the first tree we used the side of rink variable and the 

accuracy of the test was 84.4%. 0 goals were correctly classified and, as there is just the root node 

in the plot, this indicates that the side of rink is not a significant variable. In the second tree the 
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variable type of shot was added into the model formula. This produced the same plot and prediction 

accuracy as the first tree. This indicates that the type of shot is not significant either.  

 

Figure 11: Tree 1 Plot & Prediction Accuracy 

The third tree added in the variable shot distance and the model can be seen here, 

tree_3 <- rpart(response_variable ~ side_of_rink + type_of_shot_all + 

distance,train_set,method='class'). 

In the plot of the third tree, the classification tree has child nodes now and we can see how the 

variable distance affects the classes of the response variable.  
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Figure 12: Tree 3 

The prediction accuracy remained the same, but 1 goal was predicted correctly this time. The 

variable distance has more of an impact on predicting scoring a goal than the two previous 

variables. 

 
Figure 13: Prediction Accuracy of Tree 3 
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Figure 14: Tree 4 

The model is then built using ‘rpart’ and it appears in the code as, 

tree <- rpart(response_variable ~ side_of_rink + type_of_shot_all+ distance+ 

shot_angle,train_set,method='class') 

The classification tree is plotted and is shown in Figure 14. In Fig.14 the top node represents the 

overall probability of ‘No Goal’ in the training set. 84% of the training set is classed as ‘No Goal’. 

To go down to the next node, you can see that you can either go left or right. If distance > 9.2, we 

can proceed to the right node. Here we can see that for shot distance greater than 9.2 the prediction 

is no goal with probability 87%. For shot distance less than 9.2, we proceed to the left child node 

and then the next question is whether the shot angle is greater or less than 35. If less than 35, then 

the classifier predicts a goal with probability of 47%. If the shot angle is greater than or equal to 35, 

then the probability of it not being a goal is 62%. Next, using the tree built and the training set, we 

predict results for the test set. The confusion matrix for the predictions can be seen in Figure 15 
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along with the accuracy of the model. 

 

 
Figure 15: Prediction of the Test Set & Accuracy of Tree 4 
 

The model predicted 1 goal out of 9 correctly and 49 non goals correctly. It misclassified 8 goals as 

non-goals; none of the non-goals were misclassified. The accuracy of the model is calculated from 

the confusion matrix as 86.2%. This is a higher accuracy percentage than the previous trees and 

seems to indicate that shot angle and distance have the most impact on predicting scoring a goal or 

not.  
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Conclusion 

 The goal of this project was to attempt to find a good classifier model for the shooting data of 

Auston Matthews. Three classification techniques were used to build a model to classify the binary 

response variable and to test the significance of the predictor variables. The three methods were 

logistic regression, neural networks, and classification trees.  

 The logistic regression model that was built was evaluated using the likelihood ratio test and 

the pseudo 𝑅  test. These tests showed that the model was not a good classifier for the data.  

 The second classification method was a neural network. The neural network model was 

evaluated by the classification error, log loss, MSE, and AUC. Though the log loss, MSE, and AUC 

showed that the model was good, the high classification error told a different story.  

 The last method used on the dataset was a classification tree using ‘rpart’. The classification 

tree was the best classifier out of the three methods. It had a high prediction accuracy of about 86% 

and showed that the most significant predictor variables were shot angle and distance.  

 In all cases, the classifiers had difficulty due to the imbalance in the dataset. The dataset had 

several more non-goals than goals and in this case the classifier had trouble correctly classifying the 

smaller class: goals. 
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Appendix: Code 

#install packages needed 
install.packages("RJSONIO") 
library("RJSONIO") 
install.packages("tidyverse") 
library(tidyverse) 
install.packages("ggplot2") 
library(ggplot2) 
install.packages("jsonlite") 
library(jsonlite) 
install.packages("devtools") 
library(devtools) 
require(devtools) 
install_version("jsonlite", version = "1.7.1", repos = "http://cran.us.r-project.org") 
#access games Auston Matthews played  
AustonMatthews <- 
fromJSON("http://statsapi.web.nhl.com/api/v1/people/8479318/stats?stats=gameLog&season=2019
2020") 
 
AustonMatthews$games <- 
c(2019021070,2019021048,2019021041,2019021028,2019021003,2019020987,2019020970,20190
20951,2019020933,2019020921,2019020913,2019020901,2019020881,2019020867,2019020845,2
019020839,2019020825,2019020809,2019020795,2019020777,2019020770, 
                          
2019020747,2019020728,2019020715,2019020707,2019020675,2019020659,2019020646,201902
0633,2019020616,2019020593,2019020583,2019020569,2019020556,2019020550,2019020525,20
19020511,2019020494, 
                          
2019020481,2019020459,2019020434,2019020428,2019020405,2019020392,2019020379,201902
0357,2019020343,2019020329,2019020308,2019020294,2019020282,2019020268,2019020253,20
19020237,2019020228,2019020209,2019020180, 
                          
2019020163,2019020156,2019020133,2019020129,2019020115,2019020093,2019020085,201902
0066,2019020047,2019020034,2019020019,2019020015,2019020001) 
 
 
#extract goals scored by Auston Matthews 
x <- {} 
y <- {} 
for(i in 1:length(AustonMatthews$games)){ 
  game <- 
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fromJSON(paste("http://statsapi.web.nhl.com/api/v1/game/",AustonMatthews$games[i],"/feed/live
")) 
  for (j in 1:length(game$liveData$plays$allPlays$result$event)){ 
    Goal <- game$liveData$plays$allPlays$result$event[j]%in%c("Goal") 
    Player <- game$liveData$plays$allPlays$players[[j]]$player$fullName%in%"Auston Matthews" 
    PlayerType <- 
game$liveData$plays$allPlays$players[[j]]$playerType%in%c("Shooter","Scorer") 
    if(Goal&&Player&&PlayerType){ 
      x<-append(x,game$liveData$plays$allPlays$coordinates$x[j]); 
      y<-append(y,game$liveData$plays$allPlays$coordinates$y[j]) 
    }   
  } 
} 
 
#remove element 19 - not a goal 
x_goal <- x[-19] 
y_goal <- y[-19] 
 
#power play goals 
power_play_goals_x <- c(-78,71,77,86,-73,-80,-71,87,-58,-65,-66,65)  
power_play_goals_y <- c(18,-12,-14,-8,15,18,-6,-7,24,-8,25,-20) 
 
#extract shots taken by Auston Matthews that were not goals 
a <- {} 
b <- {} 
for(i in 1:length(AustonMatthews$games)){ 
  game <- 
fromJSON(paste("http://statsapi.web.nhl.com/api/v1/game/",AustonMatthews$games[i],"/feed/live
")) 
  for (j in 1:length(game$liveData$plays$allPlays$result$event)){ 
    Shot <- game$liveData$plays$allPlays$result$event[j]%in%c("Shot") 
    Player <- game$liveData$plays$allPlays$players[[j]]$player$fullName%in%"Auston Matthews" 
    PlayerType <- 
game$liveData$plays$allPlays$players[[j]]$playerType%in%c("Shooter","Scorer") 
    if(Shot&&Player&&PlayerType){ 
      a<-append(a,game$liveData$plays$allPlays$coordinates$x[j]); 
      b<-append(b,game$liveData$plays$allPlays$coordinates$y[j]) 
    }   
  } 
} 
#remove deflected shots 
a<- a[-110] 
a<- a[-130] 
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a<- a[-234] 
b<- b[-110] 
b<- b[-130] 
b<- b[-234] 
 
 
#add the goals and shots together for x and y coordinates 
all_x_shots <- append(x_goal,a,after=length(x_goal)) 
all_y_shots <- append(y_goal,b,after=length(y_goal)) 
 
#extract the shot style for all shots that were not goals 
type_of_shot <- {} 
type_of_shot_goals <- {} 
for(i in 1:length(AustonMatthews$games)){ 
  game <- 
fromJSON(paste("http://statsapi.web.nhl.com/api/v1/game/",AustonMatthews$games[i],"/feed/live
")) 
  for (j in 1:length(game$liveData$plays$allPlays$result$event)){ 
    Shot <- game$liveData$plays$allPlays$result$event[j]%in%c("Shot") 
    Player <- game$liveData$plays$allPlays$players[[j]]$player$fullName%in%"Auston Matthews" 
    PlayerType <- 
game$liveData$plays$allPlays$players[[j]]$playerType%in%c("Shooter","Scorer") 
    if(Shot&&Player&&PlayerType){ 
      type_of_shot<-append(type_of_shot,game$liveData$plays$allPlays$result$secondaryType[j]) 
    }   
  } 
} 
#remove deflected shots 
type_of_shot <- type_of_shot[-110] 
type_of_shot <- type_of_shot[-130] 
type_of_shot <- type_of_shot[-234] 
#extract the shot style for all goals 
for(i in 1:length(AustonMatthews$games)){ 
  game <- 
fromJSON(paste("http://statsapi.web.nhl.com/api/v1/game/",AustonMatthews$games[i],"/feed/live
")) 
  for (j in 1:length(game$liveData$plays$allPlays$result$event)){ 
    Goal <- game$liveData$plays$allPlays$result$event[j]%in%c("Goal") 
    Player <- game$liveData$plays$allPlays$players[[j]]$player$fullName%in%"Auston Matthews" 
    PlayerType <- 
game$liveData$plays$allPlays$players[[j]]$playerType%in%c("Shooter","Scorer") 
    if(Goal&&Player&&PlayerType){ 
      type_of_shot_goals<-
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append(type_of_shot_goals,game$liveData$plays$allPlays$result$secondaryType[j]) 
    }   
  } 
} 
#remove element 19 - not a goal 
type_of_shot_goals_fixed <- type_of_shot_goals[-19] 
 
#combine type of shot for shots and goals 
type_of_shot_all <- append(type_of_shot_goals_fixed,type_of_shot) 
 
#making the hockey rink  
library(ggplot2) 
 
gg_rink <- function(side = "right", specs = "nhl"){ 
   
  ### this function uses ggplot's annotate() 
  # to draw the rink. 
  # I recommend calling this function PRIOR to invoking 
  # geoms for data so that the points are not covered 
  # by the annotations 
   
  ### inputs: 
  #     1. side = which side to plot: "right" (default) or "left" 
  #     2. specs = which rink size to use: "nhl" (default) or "iihf" for 
  #        international 
   
  # check inputs 
  side <- tolower(side) 
  specs <- tolower(specs) 
  stopifnot(side %in% c("right", "left")) 
  stopifnot(specs %in% c("nhl", "iihf")) 
   
  side <- switch(side, 
                 "right" = 1, 
                 "left" = -1) 
   
  nsteps <- 1001 # line resolution for drawing circles/segments 
  circle <- seq(0, 2*pi, length = nsteps) # angles to draw a circle 
   
  switch(specs, 
         "nhl" = { 
           # NHL specifications 
           # all units in feet 
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           ### rink boundaries ### 
           ## assumed to be standard 200x85ft dimensions 
           x_max <- 100 
           y_max <- 42.5 
           y_min <- -y_max 
           # blue line 75' from end boards 
           x_blue <- x_max - 75 
           # goal line 11' from end boards 
           x_goal <- x_max - 11 
            
           ### parameter setup 
           ## corners rounded in arc of circle with 28' radius 
           r_corner <- 28 
            
           ## crease semi-circle 
           # 6' radius from center of goal line starting 4.5' out 
           crease_end <- 4.5 
           r_crease <- 6 
           # deepest point of net is 40" 
           net_depth <- 40/12 
           # crease is 8' long; goal posts 6' apart 
           goal_post_start <- 6/2 
           crease_start_y <- 8/2 
           # inner crease lines begin 4' from goal line 
           # extend 5" into crease 
           crease_small_start <- 4 
           crease_small_length <- 5/12 
            
           ## face-off circle dots and lines 
           # dot locations: 20' from goal line, 22' in each y direction 
           x_dot_dist <- 20 
           y_faceoff_dot <- 22 
           # face-off circle radius 15' 
           r_faceoff <- 15 
           # hash marks 2' long, 5'7" apart 
           hash_length <- 2 
           hash_space <- 67/12 
           # circle inner lines: 
           # x-direction: lines 4' apart, so start 2' from dot 
           # y-direction: lines 18" apart, so start 9" from dot 
           inner_start_x <- 2 
           inner_start_y <- 1.5/2 
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           # lines parallel to side boards: 4' long 
           par_side_length <- 4 
           # lines parallel to end boards: 3' long 
           par_end_length <- 3 
            
           ## other parameters 
           # neutral zone dots are 5' from blue line, 44' apart 
           x_dot_neutral <- 5 
           # ref circle 5m radius 
           r_ref <- 5 
           ## trapezoid (NHL only) 
           # begins 8' from each goal post 
           # bottom base is 28' long 
           y_traps_start <- goal_post_start + 8 
           y_traps_end <- 14 
         }, 
         "iihf" = { 
           # IIHF specifications 
           # all units in meters 
            
           ### rink boundaries ### 
           ## assumed to be standard 60x30m dimensions 
           x_max <- 30 
           y_max <- 15 
           y_min <- -y_max 
           # blue line 22.86m from end boards, 30cm wide 
           x_blue <- x_max - 22.86 
           # goal line 4m from end boards 
           x_goal <- x_max - 4 
            
           ### parameter setup 
           ## corners rounded in arc of circle with 8.5m radius 
           r_corner <- 8.5 
            
           ## crease semi-circle 
           # 183cm radius from center of goal line starting 137cm out 
           crease_end <- 1.37 
           r_crease <- 1.83 
           # deepest point of net is 1.12m 
           net_depth <- 1.12 
           # crease is 244cm long; goal posts 183.5cm apart 
           goal_post_start <- 1.835/2 
           crease_start_y <- 2.44/2 
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           # inner crease lines begin 122cm from goal line 
           # extend 13m into crease 
           crease_small_start <- 1.22 
           crease_small_length <- 0.13 
            
           ## face-off circle dots and lines 
           # dot locations: 6m from goal line, 7m in each y direction 
           x_dot_dist <- 6 
           y_faceoff_dot <- 7 
           # face-off circle radius 4.5m 
           r_faceoff <- 4.5 
           # hash marks 60cm long, 170cm apart 
           hash_length <- 0.6 
           hash_space <- 1.7 
           # circle inner lines: 
           # x-direction: lines 120cm apart, start 60cm from dot 
           # y-direction: lines 45cm apart, so start 22.5cm from dot 
           inner_start_x <- 0.6 
           inner_start_y <- 0.225 
           # lines parallel to side boards: 120cm long 
           par_side_length <- 1.2 
           # lines parallel to end boards: 90cm long 
           par_end_length <- 0.9 
            
           ## other parameters 
           # neutral zone dots are 1.5m from blue line 
           x_dot_neutral <- 1.5 
           # ref circle 3m radius 
           r_ref <- 3 
         } 
  ) 
   
  ## corners 
  curve_angle <- seq(pi/2, 0, length = nsteps) 
  curve_angle_last <- curve_angle[nsteps] 
  # y coord at end of curve to connect ends 
  y_curve_end <- (y_max - r_corner) + r_corner*sin(curve_angle_last) 
  # for goal line, find y coord when x is at goal line 
  goal_angle <- acos( 
    (x_goal - (x_max - r_corner))/r_corner 
  ) 
  y_goal <- (y_max - r_corner) + r_corner*sin(goal_angle) 
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  ## crease 
  crease_angles <- seq( 
    pi - acos(crease_end/r_crease), 
    pi + acos(crease_end/r_crease), 
    length = nsteps 
  ) 
   
  ## face-off circle 
  x_faceoff_dot <- x_goal - x_dot_dist 
  # find y coord on circle where hashes begin 
  y_hash <- r_faceoff*sin( 
    acos((hash_space/2)/r_faceoff) 
  ) 
   
  ### create list of components to pass to ggplot 
  list( 
    theme_minimal(), 
    theme(panel.grid = element_blank()), 
    ### blue line 
    annotate( 
      "segment", 
      x = x_blue*side, y = y_max, 
      xend = x_blue*side, yend = y_min, 
      color = "blue", size = 2 
    ), 
    ### ref crease 
    annotate( 
      "path", 
      x = r_ref*cos(seq(pi/2, 0, length = nsteps))*side, 
      y = y_min + r_ref*sin(seq(pi/2, 0, length = nsteps)), 
      color = "red" 
    ), 
    ### face-off circle, center ice 
    annotate( 
      "path", 
      x = r_faceoff*cos(seq(pi/2, -pi/2, length = nsteps))*side, 
      y = r_faceoff*sin(seq(pi/2, -pi/2, length = nsteps)), 
      color = "blue" 
    ), 
    ### center line: 
    annotate( 
      "segment", 
      x = 0, y = y_max, 
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      xend = 0, yend = y_min, 
      color = "red", size = 2 
    ), 
    switch(specs, 
           "nhl" = annotate( 
             # dashed white lines atop center line (NHL only) 
             "segment", 
             x = 0, y = y_max, 
             xend = 0, yend = y_min, 
             color = "white", size = 0.5, linetype = "dashed" 
           ), 
           "iihf" = annotate( 
             # 50cm space between lines around center dot 
             "segment", 
             x = 0, y = 0.5, 
             xend = 0, yend = -0.5, 
             color = "white", size = 2.5 
           ) 
    ), 
    ### face-off dot, center ice 
    annotate( 
      "point", 
      x = 0, 
      y = 0, 
      color = "blue", size = 1 
    ), 
    ### neutral zone dots 
    annotate( 
      "point", 
      x = (x_blue - x_dot_neutral)*side, 
      y = y_faceoff_dot*c(1, -1), 
      color = "red", size = 1 
    ), 
    ### side boards 
    annotate( 
      "segment", 
      x = 0, y = c(y_min, y_max), 
      # stop where corner curve begins 
      xend = (x_max - r_corner)*side, yend = c(y_min, y_max), 
      size = 1 
    ), 
    ### ends 
    # goal line 
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    annotate( 
      "segment", 
      x = x_goal*side, y = y_goal, 
      xend = x_goal*side, yend = -y_goal, 
      color = "red" 
    ), 
    # connect ends 
    annotate( 
      "segment", 
      x = x_max*side, y = y_curve_end, 
      xend = x_max*side, yend = -y_curve_end, 
      size = 1 
    ), 
    # corners rounded in arc of circle 
    # starting point: (x_max, y_max) - r_circle from pi/2 to 0 
    annotate( 
      "path", 
      x = ((x_max - r_corner) + r_corner*cos(curve_angle))*side, 
      y = (y_max - r_corner) + r_corner*sin(curve_angle), 
      size = 1 
    ), 
    annotate( 
      "path", 
      x = ((x_max - r_corner) + r_corner*cos(curve_angle))*side, 
      y = -((y_max - r_corner) + r_corner*sin(curve_angle)), 
      size = 1 
    ), 
    ### crease 
    annotate( 
      "segment", 
      x = x_goal*side, 
      y = crease_start_y*c(-1, 1), 
      xend = (x_goal - crease_end)*side, 
      yend = crease_start_y*c(-1, 1), 
      col = "red" 
    ), 
    # crease lines 
    annotate( 
      "segment", 
      x = (x_goal - crease_small_start)*side, 
      y = crease_start_y*c(-1, 1), 
      xend = (x_goal - crease_small_start)*side, 
      yend = (crease_start_y - crease_small_length)*c(-1, 1), 
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      col = "red" 
    ), 
    # semi-circle starting 137cm out with 183cm radius from center of goal line 
    annotate( 
      "path", 
      x = (x_goal + r_crease*cos(crease_angles))*side, 
      y = r_crease*sin(crease_angles), 
      col = "red" 
    ), 
    if (specs == "nhl") { 
      ### restricted area (NHL only) 
      annotate( 
        "segment", 
        x = x_goal*side, y = y_traps_start*c(-1, 1), 
        xend = x_max*side, yend = y_traps_end*c(-1, 1), 
        color = "red" 
      ) 
    }, 
    ### net 
    annotate( 
      "segment", 
      x = x_goal*side, 
      y = goal_post_start*c(-1, 1), 
      xend = (x_goal + net_depth)*side, 
      yend = goal_post_start*c(-1, 1) 
    ), 
    annotate( 
      "segment", 
      x = (x_goal + net_depth)*side, 
      y = -goal_post_start, 
      xend = (x_goal + net_depth)*side, 
      yend = goal_post_start 
    ), 
    ### face-off circles 
    # dot 
    annotate( 
      "point", 
      x = x_faceoff_dot*side, 
      y = y_faceoff_dot*c(1, -1), 
      col = "red", 
      size = 1 
    ), 
    # circles 
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    annotate( 
      # top 
      "path", 
      x = side*(x_faceoff_dot + r_faceoff*cos(circle)), 
      y = y_faceoff_dot + r_faceoff*sin(circle), 
      col = "red" 
    ), 
    annotate( 
      # bottom 
      "path", 
      x = side*(x_faceoff_dot + r_faceoff*cos(circle)), 
      y = -(y_faceoff_dot + r_faceoff*sin(circle)), 
      col = "red" 
    ), 
    # hashes 
    annotate( 
      "segment", 
      x = side*( 
        x_faceoff_dot + (hash_space/2)*rep(c(1, -1), each = 4) 
      ), 
      y = (y_faceoff_dot + y_hash*c(1, -1))*rep(c(1, 1, -1, -1), times = 2), 
      xend = side*( 
        x_faceoff_dot + (hash_space/2)*rep(c(1, -1), each = 4) 
      ), 
      yend = (y_faceoff_dot + (y_hash + hash_length)*c(1, -1))* 
        rep(c(1, 1, -1, -1), times = 2), 
      col = "red" 
    ), 
    ## inner lines 
    # parallel to side boards 
    annotate( 
      # parallel to side boards 
      "segment", 
      x = side*( 
        x_faceoff_dot + inner_start_x*rep(c(1, -1), each = 4) 
      ), 
      y = (y_faceoff_dot + inner_start_y*c(1, -1))* 
        rep(c(1, 1, -1, -1), times = 2), 
      xend = side*( 
        x_faceoff_dot + (inner_start_x + par_side_length)* 
          rep(c(1, -1), each = 4) 
      ), 
      yend = (y_faceoff_dot + inner_start_y*c(1, -1))* 
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        rep(c(1, 1, -1, -1), times = 2), 
      col = "red" 
    ), 
    annotate( 
      # parallel to end boards 
      "segment", 
      x = side*( 
        x_faceoff_dot + inner_start_x*rep(c(1, -1), each = 4) 
      ), 
      y = (y_faceoff_dot + inner_start_y*c(1, -1))* 
        rep(c(1, 1, -1, -1), times = 2), 
      xend = side*( 
        x_faceoff_dot + inner_start_x*rep(c(1, -1), each = 4) 
      ), 
      yend = (y_faceoff_dot + (inner_start_y + par_end_length)*c(1, -1))* 
        rep(c(1, 1, -1, -1), times = 2), 
      col = "red" 
    ) 
  ) 
} 
#create a dataframe to plot the data 
data.frame(df,stringAsFactors=TRUE) 
 
goals <- data.frame(x_goal,y_goal) 
power_play_goals <- data.frame(power_play_goals_x,power_play_goals_y) 
just_shots <- data.frame(a,b) 
shots <- data.frame(all_x_shots, all_y_shots) 
df <- data.frame(shots,type_of_shot_all) 
df <- data.frame(all_x_shots,all_y_shots) 
#Plotting the Rink  
ggplot(just_shots, aes(x = a, y = b)) + 
  gg_rink(side = "right") + 
  gg_rink(side = "left")+ 
  geom_point(aes(color ='red'), 
             position = "jitter", size = 1.5, alpha = 0.7)+ 
  geom_point(data=goals,aes(x=x_goal,y=y_goal,color='green'),size=1.5,alpha=0.7,show.legend = 
TRUE)+ 
  
geom_point(data=power_play_goals,aes(x=power_play_goals_x,y=power_play_goals_y,color='blu
e'),size=1.5,alpha=0.7,show.legend=TRUE)+ 
  scale_color_identity(name = "Type of Shot",breaks = c("red","green","blue"),labels = 
c("Shots","Goals","Power Play Goals"),guide="legend")+ 
  labs(title = "Shot chart: Auston Matthews", 
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       # subtitle = "NHL rink", 
       x = NULL, 
       y = NULL) + 
   
  scale_x_continuous(breaks = seq(-100, 100, by = 10)) + 
  scale_y_continuous(breaks = seq(-40, 40, by = 10)) 
 
side_of_rink <- 
c("left","right","left","right","right","left","right","right","left","right","left","right","left","right","le
ft","left","left","left","left","right","left","right","left","left","left","left","right","right","left","left","
right","right","left","right","left","left","right","left","left","left","right","left","left","left","left","rig
ht","right","left","left","left","right","right","left","left","right","right","left","right","left","right","le
ft","left","left","left","right","left","left","left","left","right","right","left","left","right","left","right",
"middle","left","left","right","right","left","left","right","right","left","left","right","left","right","rig
ht","left","right","right","left","left","right","right","left","right","right","right","right","left","right",
"right","right","left","left","right","right","right","right","right","right","left","left","right","right","r
ight","left","left","left","left","right","right","left","right","left","left","left","left","right","right","ri
ght","left","left","left","right","right","right","left","left","left","left","left","left","right","right","left
","left","left","left","left","left","right","left","left","left","right","right","left","right","left","left","ri
ght","left","right","right","left","left","left","left","right","right","left","left","left","right","right","le
ft","left","left","right","left","left","right","right","left","right","right","left","left","left","left","left",
"left","left","right","left","right","left","left","left","left","right","left","left","left","right","left","left
","right","right","right","left","left","left","left","left","left","left","left","right","left","right","right",
"left","left","left","right","right","right","right","right","right","left","right","left","left","right","left
","left","right","right","left","left","left","left","right","left","left","right","left","left","right","right",
"left","left","left","right","left","left","right","right","left","right","right","right","left","right","left",
"left","right","right","right","left","left","right","left","left","left","right","left","left","right","right",
"right","left","left") 
#create dataframe with shot coordinates, type of shot and side of rink 
df <- data.frame(all_x_shots,all_y_shots) 
df <- cbind(df,type_of_shot_all) 
df <- cbind(df,side_of_rink) 
 
#call dataframe Matthews_Data 
Matthews_Data <- cbind(df,side_of_rink) 
#create column response variable 
response_variable <- 
c("Goal","Goal","Goal","Goal","Goal","Goal","Goal","Goal","Goal","Goal","Goal","Goal","Goal",
"Goal","Goal","Goal","Goal","Goal","Goal","Goal","Goal","Goal","Goal","Goal", 
                       
"Goal","Goal","Goal","Goal","Goal","Goal","Goal","Goal","Goal","Goal","Goal","Goal","Goal","
Goal","Goal","Goal","Goal","Goal","Goal","Goal","Goal","Goal","Goal", 
                       "No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No 
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Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No 
Goal","No Goal", 
                       "No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No 
Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No 
Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal", 
                       "No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No 
Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No 
Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal", 
                       "No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No 
Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No 
Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No 
Goal","No Goal", 
                       "No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No 
Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No 
Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No 
Goal","No Goal","No Goal", 
                       "No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No 
Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No 
Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No 
Goal","No Goal","No Goal", 
                       "No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No 
Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No 
Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No 
Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal", 
                       "No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No 
Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No 
Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal", 
                       "No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No 
Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No 
Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No 
Goal","No Goal", 
                       "No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No 
Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No 
Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No Goal","No 
Goal","No Goal") 
 
#converting coordinates into shot angle and distance 
df$all_y_shots <- ifelse(Matthews_Data$all_x_shots < 0, -1 * Matthews_Data$all_y_shots, 
Matthews_Data$all_y_shots) 
df$all_x_shots <- abs(Matthews_Data$all_x_shots) 
df$shot_angle <- (asin(abs(Matthews_Data$all_y_shots)/sqrt((87.95-
abs(Matthews_Data$all_x_shots))^2+Matthews_Data$all_y_shots^2))*180/3.14) 
df$shot_angle <- ifelse(abs(Matthews_Data$all_x_shots)>88,90+(180-
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(90+Matthews_Data$shot_angle)),Matthews_Data$shot_angle) 
df$distance <- sqrt((87.95-abs(Matthews_Data$all_x_shots))^2+Matthews_Data$all_y_shots^2) 
#add binary response column 
Matthews_Data <- cbind(df,response_variable) 
#take out columns for x and y coordinates 
Matthews_Data <- subset(Matthews_Data,select=-c(all_x_shots,all_y_shots)) 
 
#relevel(Matthews_Data$response_variable,ref='No Goal') 
 
#creating logistic model 
logistic_model <- glm(as.factor(response_variable) ~ poly(distance,3, raw=TRUE) + 
poly(shot_angle,3,raw=TRUE) + side_of_rink + type_of_shot_all,data=Matthews_Data, family = 
binomial(link='logit')) 
 
#summary and coefficients of model 
summary(logistic_model) 
coef(logistic_model) 
#creating second model for liklihood ratio test 
logistic_model_2 <- glm(as.factor(response_variable) ~ poly(distance,3, raw=TRUE) + 
poly(shot_angle,3,raw=TRUE) + side_of_rink,data=Matthews_Data, family=binomial(link='logit')) 
 
#evaluating the model 
#likelihood ratio test 
install.packages("lmtest") 
library(lmtest) 
lrtest(logistic_model,logistic_model_2) 
anova(logistic_model,logistic_model_2, test="Chisq") 
 
#pseudo r^2 test 
install.packages("pscl") 
library(pscl) 
pR2(logistic_model) 
 
#Creating a Neural Network with h2o 
#install packages needed 
install.packages("h2o") 
library(h2o) 
install.packages("mlbench") 
library(h2o) 
 
#factoring the dataset variables 
Matthews_Data_h2o[,1] <- as.factor(Matthews_Data_h2o[,1]) 
Matthews_Data_h2o[,2] <- as.factor(Matthews_Data_h2o[,2]) 
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Matthews_Data_h2o[,5] <- as.factor(Matthews_Data_h2o[,5]) 
 
#initiate h2o 
h2o.init() 
#convert to h2o frame 
Matthews_Data_h2o <- as.h2o(Matthews_Data) 
h2o.describe(Matthews_Data_h2o) 
#factoring the dataset variables 
Matthews_Data_h2o[,1] <- as.factor(Matthews_Data_h2o[,1]) 
Matthews_Data_h2o[,2] <- as.factor(Matthews_Data_h2o[,2]) 
Matthews_Data_h2o[,5] <- as.factor(Matthews_Data_h2o[,5]) 
#create neural network using h2o 
h2o_NN <- h2o.deeplearning(x=1:4, 
y=5,training_frame=Matthews_Data_h2o,nfolds=5,standardize = 
TRUE,activation="Rectifier",hidden=c(200,200),seed=35,variable_importances = T) 
#show performance of the neural network 
h2o.performance(h2o_NN) 
#show variable importances 
h2o.varimp(h2o_NN) 
#performance on test data 
test_performance <- h2o.performance(h2o_NN,Matthews_Data_h2o) 
test_performance 
#using the model to predict the classes 
h2o_predictions <- h2o.predict(object=h2o_NN, newdata=Matthews_Data_h2o) 
h2o_predictions <- as.data.frame(h2o_predictions) 
predictions <- data.frame(actual = 
as.vector(Matthews_Data_h2o$response_variable),as.data.frame(h2o.predict(object=h2o_NN,newd
ata=Matthews_Data_h2o))) 
predictions$accurate <- ifelse(predictions$actual == predictions$predict,"yes","no") 
predictions %>% 
  group_by(actual,predict) %>% 
  summarise(n=n()) 
#shutting h2o down 
h2o.shutdown() 
#create classification tree 
set.seed(50) 
#shuffle index 
shuffled_index <- sample(1:nrow(Matthews_Data)) 
Matthews_Data <- Matthews_Data[shuffled_index,] 
#create training and test set 
create_train_test <- function(data, size = 0.8,train=TRUE) { 
  n_row = nrow(data) 
  total_row = size*n_row 
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  train_sample <-1:total_row 
  if(train == TRUE){ 
    return(data[train_sample,]) 
  }else{ 
    return(data[-train_sample,]) 
  } 
} 
train_set <- create_train_test(Matthews_Data,0.8,train=TRUE) 
test_set <- create_train_test(Matthews_Data,0.2,train=FALSE) 
 
#install rpart package 
install.packages("rpart")   
install.packages("rpart.plot") 
library(rpart.plot) 
library(rpart) 
#create first tree and plot 
tree_1 <- rpart(response_variable ~ side_of_rink,train_set,method='class',cp=-1) 
rpart.plot(tree_1,extra=106) 
#prediction for tree 1 
prediction <- predict(tree_1,test_set,type='class') 
#create second tree and plot 
tree_2 <- rpart(response_variable ~ side_of_rink + type_of_shot_all,train_set,method='class') 
rpart.plot(tree_2,extra=106) 
#prediction for tree 2 
prediction <- predict(tree_2,test_set,type='class') 
#create third tree and plot 
tree_3 <- rpart(response_variable ~ side_of_rink + type_of_shot_all + 
distance,train_set,method='class') 
rpart.plot(tree_3,extra=106) 
prediction <- predict(tree_3,test_set,type='class') 
#create fourth tree and plot 
tree_4 <- rpart(response_variable ~ side_of_rink + type_of_shot_all + distance + 
shot_angle,train_set,method='class') 
rpart.plot(tree_4,extra=106) 
prediction <- predict(tree_3,test_set,type='class') 
#confusion matrix for predictions 
matrix <- table(test_set$response_variable,prediction) 
matrix 
#compute accuracy of test 
accuracy <- sum(diag(matrix))/sum(matrix) 
accuracy 
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